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Abstract: With the advancement in understanding of the
physics inside chaotic systems, chaos has been harnessed
from a nuisance to a beneficial factor in optical devices.
Light–matter interaction in chaotic systems has been uti-
lised for improving broadband energy harvesting and
momentum transformations, achieving light localization
beyond diffraction limit and even stabilizing the dynamics
of high power laser. While extensive study about wave
chaos has been made in deformed microcavities, investi-
gation of how chaos dynamics evolves in curved space
manifold remains elusive. Here, we study the non-
Euclidean billiard of a torus-like manifold, which is a
closed 2D cavity systemwith effective periodic boundaries.
The ray chaotic behaviours on the deformed toroidal sur-
face are explored using the geodesic equation. By tuning
the deformation parameter of the torus, we observe the
transition of the billiard from the ordered phase state to
mixed phase states and then complete ray chaos. The
photon sphere of the torus is identified as the transition
position from ordered states to chaotic states. Compared
with other chaotic behaviours resulted from the random
scattering inside deformed cavities, we demonstrate
chaotic dynamics purely on a curved surface, which may
shed light on the better understanding of chaos in optics.
Keywords: chaos; deformation; manifold; non-Euclidean
billiard; toroidal surface.
Chaos is a ubiquitous phenomenon inNature, ranging from
celestial mechanism, climate change, population evolu-
tion to chemical reactions and biological homoeostasis [1].
Since the study of three-body problem by Henri Poincare,
chaos has been extensively studied in many systems,
ranging from electronics to fluids, brains andmore recently
photonics [2, 3]. Due to the exponential sensitivity to initial
conditions, the output of a chaotic system is unpredictable,
and chaotic response has been considered as a nuisance in
scientific systems. However, a deeper understanding of the
physics of chaos can turn it into a beneficial factor.
Particularly in optics, chaos is harnessed and utilized for a
repertoire of applications, including broadband energy
harvesting [4], light localization beyond diffraction limit
[5], realizing superradiance [6], stabilizing high-power la-
sers [7] and broadband momentum transformations [8].
Among various optical systems, deformed micro-
cavities provide a feasible platform to investigate multiple
areas of physics including lasing modulation [9–19],
nonlinear dynamics [20–23], non-Hermitian physics [24–
31], and quantum chaos [32–38]. Microcavity is also a
model system to study the quantum correspondence of
classical chaos, due to the formal analogy between the
Schrodinger equation and the Maxwell equation. As such,
the chaotic behaviour of classical billiards such as dielec-
tric plates or disks [31, 36–38] are widely studied.
Although optical cavities with different shapes [12, 13,
39–45] and different kinds of boundary deformation have
been studied [6, 15, 46, 47], the chaotic behaviour in curved
space manifold has not been explored yet. Inspired by
general relativity, curved space provides a conceptual new
pathway to manipulate the trajectory of light [48–51]. A
detailed study of the chaotic dynamics in the novel system
is of crucial importance in both fundamental physics and
practical applications. More importantly, curvature-
induced dynamics of electromagnetics mainly occurs on
the surface, differentiating itself from scattering-based
cases inside a cavity. Here, we consider a non-Euclidean
billiard and study the chaotic features of the geometrical
optics on a toroidal 2D manifold with analogical quad-
rupolar deformation [38]. For the curved space geometry,
we consider a relatively large-scale model system where
wave properties are less predominant, thus the short
wavelength limit is taken and we study the ray chaotic
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phenomena for a toroidal surface by tracing the ray tra-
jectories.
For an un-deformed torus, the existence of rotation
symmetry guarantees an additional constant of motion,
which is the angular momentum about the centre axis, and
chaotic features are prohibited. However, chaos can
emerge if the torus is deformed. We introduce the widely
adopted quadrupolar deformation to the torus parameter-
ization as
x  (R0 + r0 cos θ)(1 + e cos 2φ)cosφ
y  (R0 + r0 cos θ)(1 + e cos 2φ)sinφ
z  r0(1 + e cos 2φ)sin θ
where e is the deformation size parameter. The torus
parameters are shown in Figure 1a, and the deformation is
illustrated schematically in Figure 1b.
Chaotic behaviours can usually be shown as phase
space trajectories, using position and momentum as co-
ordinates. For the dynamical billiard system, the position
and incident angle onto the boundaries are usually adop-
ted as the phase space coordinated pair. For the case of our
toroidal manifold shown in Figure 1a and b, an analogy is
taken andwedefine (φ, cos χ) as the Birkhoff coordinates in
phase space, where φ is the angular position of rays com-
ing across the outer equator, and χ is the propagation angle
with respect to the outer equator at the position φ (propa-
gation angle χ is more clearly defined in Supplementary
Information 1), the phase space coordinates are indicated
pictorially in Figure 1a.
The ray trajectories on the deformed toroidal surface
can be determinately calculated using the geodesic equa-
tion (as derived in Supplementary Information 2), where
the travelling route is fully deterministic once the initial
conditions of position and propagation direction are
specified. The phase space information can be extracted
from the ray trajectories. When deformation is introduced,
we first calculate the phase diagram with the Birkhoff
coordinates defined above. The results are shown in
Figure 1c–f, where a series of deformation values e are
considered, and the excitation source is set at the position
of φ = 0, θ = 0 on the outer equator. As can be seen from
Figure 1c, for the case of e = 0 where the torus is not
deformed, ray trajectories are straight line segment in
phase space, which clearly shows an ordered state. When
the deformation is gradually increased as shown in
Figure 1d, trajectories corresponding to lower and higher
values of cos χ becomes curvy, which are still ordered
states. But the trajectories become totally disordered at the
centre part where cos χ ∼ 0.5, representing the chaotic
states of deformed torus, and the system can thus be
identified as in a mixed chaotic state. As the deformation
further increases as shown in Figure 1e and f, the chaotic
region expands towards the higher and lower boundaries
of cos χ, and the mixed state gradually approach a fully
chaotic state.
It can be seen that the chaotic regions in Figure 1d–f
are centred around cos χ = 0.5, which is the critical prop-
agation condition shown in Figure 2a that separates free
rays (twisting around the torus along θ direction for rays
with cos χ > 0.5) and reflected rays (turning back at some
critical position of θ = θc for rays with cos χ < 0.5) on a torus
manifold, as discussed in a previous study [51]. This
particular propagation angle corresponds to the peculiar
ray with real space trajectory shown in panel (a). This
trajectory has an extremely long occupation time near the
Figure 1: Schematics of the deformed
toroidal manifold and the chaotic transition
of the billiard. (a) Parametrization of the
toroidal surface. (b) Schematics illustrating
the toroidal inner and outer equators with a
quadrupolar deformation, parameterized
by deformation size parameter “e”. (c)
Phase space diagram with no deformation.
(d-f) Phase space diagrams when e = 0.01,
0.05, 0.1, respectively. The geometrical
parameter is set as a = r0/R0 = 1/3.
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inner equator of an undeformed torus as shown in
Figure 2b, where the propagated φ angles traversed by the
rays (proportional to the propagation lifetime) before going
back to outer equator are plotted as the y-axis. The ray
trajectory near the inner equator is similar to the photon
sphere in the case of black hole imitation with meta-
materials where rays are trapped inside the metamaterial
[52]. We further reduce the deformation scale to a small
value of e = 0.001 to track the onset of chaotic behaviour as
shown in Figure 2c. We see that the emergence of phase
space disorder can be traced to start from the photon
sphere position. The particular ray can thus be addressed
as the chaotic photon sphere that separate ordered and
chaotic phases of the deformed toroidal billiard.
We note that different shapes of trajectories show up in
the phase diagram. By tracing the corresponding ray tra-
jectories in real space, we can examine the connection
between real space propagation and phase space mani-
festation. Several propagation angles are chosen from
Figure 1e, and the traced trajectories are shown in Figure 3
for both manifold and parameter space presentation. The
trajectories for small values of angle χ are shown in
Figure 3a and d. The rays are confined along the θ direction
within the region near the outer equator, which are the
reflected-type rays and correspond to the curly lines in
phase space at the upper part of Figure 1e. In Figure 3b and
e, we consider a value of χ located in the chaotic region,
and the confinement ceases to be effective and rays goes
through the manifold freely. As the angle further increases
and go beyond the chaotic region, the rays are again
confined as shown in Figure 3c and f. However, the
confinement is now along the φ direction, which is caused
by the curvature difference at different φ positions. The
manifestation of this ray trajectory in phase space is a half-
closed circle in lower part of Figure 1e. It is worth to note
that for the special condition of ray trajectories being
closed, the Birkhoff coordinates will show up as islands in
phase diagram, as can be found from Figure 1d–f.
The existence of two different kinds of confinement
stems from the curvature change at different positions and
can be more intuitively explained as a consequence of
angular momentum conservation using configurations
Figure 2: Ray propagation and chaotic
trajectories near the photon sphere. (a) Ray
tracing near the photon sphere for the un-
deformed torus. The red star marks the
position of the source. (b) Calculated
propagation angle φ traversed by the rays
before coming back to outer equator for
different propagation angles χ between
0 and π/2 for an undeformed torus. The
peak at χ = π/3 defines the photon sphere.
(c) Chaotic trajectories for a very small
deformation of e = 0.001, the chaotic behaviour can be traced to start from the photon sphere position.
Figure 3: Real space manifestation of the
trajectories in phase diagram. The upper
panels show ray trajectories in real space
and the lower panels show corresponding
trajectories in parameter space. (a) Confined
rays in θ direction for a propagation angle of
χ = π/6, corresponding to the curly lines in
phase diagram. (b) Ray trajectory for a larger
propagation angle of χ = π/3, corresponding
to chaotic dots in phase diagram. (c)
Confined ray in φ direction for propagation
angle of χ = 4π/9, corresponding to the curly
circle in phase diagram. (d-f) parameters
space presentation of ray trajectories in (a-c)
The predicted confined positions (see
Supplementary Information 2) are plotted
with red dashed lines in (d) and (f). The
deformation parameter is taken as e = 0.05
for all conditions of (a-c) and the excitation
source positionsφs are marked as red stars.
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with certain restored symmetry. We consider two config-
urations as shown in Figure 4a and b, respectively. The
standard torus with no deformation is considered in
Figure 4a, where the conservation of angular momentum
about the torus centre axis direction gives the following
relationship of critical travelling position:
Rc  Rs cos χ
with Rs being the projected radius value of source position
onto the inner and outer equators plane, which gives the
critical θ value of for ray propagation as:
θ  cos−1Rs cos χ − R0
r0
The critical θ value for propagations from outer equator
(Rs = R0 + r0) with different incident angles are shown in
Figure 4c,where the propagation initial condition of χ=π/6
(case of Figure 3a and d) is marked as red circle. In
Figure 4b, a conus is considered to account for the radius
change along the φ direction in the deformed torus. By
neglecting the torus bending along the equator direction,
the angular momentum of conus about the centre axis is
conserved, and we have the following equation of critical
travelling position:
rc  rs sin χ
with rs being the radius of conus at the source position and










the propagation angle dependence of critical angle is
shown in Figure 4d. The condition of χ = 4π/9 (case of
Figure 3c and f) is marked as red circle. The prediction in
Figure 4d is less accurate (as indicated by the red line in
Figure 3f) due to the severe bending of the tube being
ignored.
The two types of confinement along φ and θ directions,
respectively, are related to the two types of photon spheres.
One of which is located near the inner equator as the case of
Figure 3a and d, which is the property of an undeformed
torus. The other one is induced by deformation and located
at the cylindrical cross section of torus. In order to locate the
photon sphere, a geometrical ray tracing is considered
where both the position of the ray source φs on the outer
equator and direction of ray propagation angle χ are scan-
ned. By calculating the φ and θ distance traversed by ray
trajectories before going back to the outer equator, which is
aneffective lifetime, the two typesofphotonsphere caneach
be identifiedby the longφoccupationorθoccupation times,
respectively. In Figure 5a, we consider the case of no
deformation and the first type photon sphere (long φ occu-
pation) coincide with the inner equator of the torus. When
the deformation is applied to the torus, the shape of the first
type photon sphere will deviate from a standard circle as
shown in Figure 5b, where a deformation scale of e = 0.05 is
adopted. In Figure 5c, the traced θ-lifetime distributions are
shown,where the long lifetimepositions can be found at the
right side corresponding to the deformation induced photon
sphere. It isworth to note that, due to the absence of rotation
symmetry, the photon sphere depends on the source posi-
tion along θ direction as well, and can be further tuned by
deformation scale factor. These details are discussed in
Supplementary Information 3.
In conclusion, we have studied the chaotic behaviour of
rays travelling on a 2D manifold with a toroidal-like
deformed surface, where the onset of chaos was found to
emerge from the photon sphere of the torus. By tuning the
Figure 4: The critical reflection with restored symmetry for different
propagation angles. (a) Undeformed torus for θ confinement. The
source position φs is marked by a red star. (b) Conus surface to
explain the φ confinement. Source position φs is marked by a red
star. (c) Critical reflection positions of the torus for different initial
propagation angles. The coordinates for position marked by the red
circle are (χ, θ) = (π/6, 0.3464π) corresponding to the dashed line in
Figure 3d. (d) Critical reflection positions of conus for different initial
propagation angles, where conus is defined as r = r0 (1 + e cos2φ),
x= r cosθ, y= r cosθ, z= r0/aφ. The coordinates for positionmarked
by red circle are (χ, φ) = (4π/9, 0.1308π), corresponding to the
dashed line in Figure 3f.
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deformation parameter, the non-Euclidean billiard goes
from an ordered state to mixed chaotic states and then
nearly full chaos at large deformation. Two kinds of
confinement are also found for the deformed toroidal bil-
liard, which corresponds to different trajectories in the
phase space diagram. This provides a complement for chaos
induced by random scattering inside deformed optical cav-
ities, demonstrating an alternative way to achieve chaotic
dynamics purely on a surface with curvature engineering.
The chaotic behaviour on toroidal surface we discov-
ered could potentially be used in cavity design and leads to
applications such as lasing modulation, nonlinear process
control and energy harvesting. The path dependent
response of the chaotic system could also be useful in op-
tical communication. The phenomenon of curvature
induced chaos can also bemanifested in optical devices by
nanostructure engineering, which will provide new func-
tion in photonic devices and integrated optical systems.
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